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ABSTRACT 
A knowledge-based fuzzy model for performance prediction of a rock-cutting trencher 
has been developed. A trencher isa machine that uses a rotating cutting chain equipped 
with bits to excavate trenches in rock and soil. The performance of a trencher, and 
consequently he cost of a specific excavation project, is determined by its production 
rate and by the bit consumption (due to wear and breakage). Both these factors depend 
on the properties of the excavated rock material and on the trencher characteristics. 
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Mathematical modeling of the trencher performance is difficult, since the interactions 
between the machine tool and the environment are dynamic, uncertain, and complex. 
The number of available measurements is too small to use statistical methods. Hence, 
an approach based on expert knowledge was applied to develop a rule-based fuzzy 
model. The use of fuzzy logic allows for smooth interfacing of the qualitative informa- 
tion involved in the rule base with the numerical input data. The developed model uses 
six input variables [rock strength, spacing of three joint (discontinuity) sets in the rock 
mass, joint orientation, and trench dimensions[ to predict he production rate and bit 
consumption i terms of qualitative linguistic values. Numerical predictions are ob- 
tained by using a modified fuzzy-mean defuzzification which allows for straighO~orward 
adaptation of the consequent membership functions in order to fine-tune the model 
performance to the data. The expert knowledge is coded as if-then rules, hierarchically 
organized in four rule bases. The model was validated both qualitatively using depen- 
dency analysis and quantitatively using the available data. The results obtained so far 
are satisfactory. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
KEYWORDS: knowledge-based fuzzy modeling, decision support systems, 
trenching, mechanical excavation, rock cutting trencher, performance pre- 
diction 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A trencher is a machine which uses a rotating cutting chain equipped 
with bits to excavate large slots (trenches) in rock and soil for underground 
cables and pipelines. The performance of a trencher is expressed by its 
production (excavation) rate and by the bit consumption (due to wear and 
breakage). The production rate, i.e, the volume of material excavated per 
hour, affects the time necessary to excavate a trench. The bit-consumption 
rate, i.e., the number of bits which need to be replaced per cubic meter of 
rock material excavated, affects the equipment costs and the down-time 
necessary to replace the bits. Both the production rate and the bit-con- 
sumption rate determine the cost of a excavation project. Hence, to 
estimate the expected costs, the trencher performance should be predicted 
with reasonable accuracy. Vermeer International (Goes, the Netherlands), 
which is the regional export office for Europe and the Middle East of an 
important trencher manufacturer, Vermeer Manufacturing Company 
(Pella, Iowa, U.S.A.), developed a computer program to advise the dealers 
on trencher selection and bit-consumption and production rates to enable 
them to predict the expected costs of excavation projects. However, the 
accuracy of the predictions of the current program is not always satisfac- 
tory. Hence, new solutions are sought o improve the prediction accuracy. 
Modeling of the relationships between the rock material properties and 
the trencher performance is difficult, since the interactions between the 
tool and the environment are dynamic, uncertain, and complex. To obtain 
more insight into these relationships, mall-scale and simplified laboratory 
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experiments were performed [1]. These experiments revealed how certain 
intact-rock material properties and test parameters affect tool wear and 
rock-cutting processes. However, factors related to the nature of the rock 
mass (i.e. weathered or fresh, fractured or massive) in relation to the in 
situ environment and the characteristics of a specific trencher could not be 
investigated with these laboratory experiments. Therefore, in situ observa- 
tions of one trencher type (Vermeer, type T-850) at different sites were 
also made, which revealed information on the performance of this trencher 
in different geological environments. So far, eleven different sites where 
T-850 trenchers were operating have been visited, in order to collect data 
about the trench dimensions, the geological formations trenched, the 
production rate, and the bit-consumption rate. Samples collected at the 
sites were analyzed in the laboratory of the Delft University of Technol- 
ogy. 
The limited amount of available data does not allow for using conven- 
tional statistical methods to establish equations to predict the trencher's 
performance. Further, deriving rigorous mathematical models based on 
the underlying physical mechanism is difficult and inefficient, if possible at 
all. However, the availability of expert knowledge, along with the experi- 
ence acquired during field and laboratory experiments, uggested the use 
of a knowledge-based approach to developing a prediction model. Since 
the input data are a mixture of numerical (possibly imprecise) measure- 
ments and qualitative information, an approach based on fuzzy sets was 
chosen to smoothly interface the qualitative and quantitative information 
involved and to easily incorporate the expert knowledge. 
The developed model uses six input variables [rock strength, joint 
(discontinuity) spacing of three joint sets, joint orientation, and trench 
dimensions] to predict the production and bit-consumption rates in terms 
of qualitative linguistic values. Numerical prediction is obtained after 
defuzzification, with a possibility to automatically adjust the membership 
functions in the rule consequents in order to fine-tune the model. The 
expert knowledge is stored in the form of if-then rules in four hierarchi- 
cally organized rules bases. Since most of the input variables are numeri- 
cal, membership functions are used to interface the input data to the 
internal logical knowledge representation. The information exchange be- 
tween the individual rule bases is accomplished by using linguistic vari- 
ables with truth values. The model has been validated both qualitatively, 
using dependency analysis, and quantitatively, using the available data. 
To the authors' best knowledge, no similar knowledge-based approaches 
to modeling and performance prediction for rock excavation machines 
have been presented in the literature. However, a number of applications 
to problems of a similar nature [2-5] indicate that AI-based techniques 
have recently been gaining more attention, also for these kinds of applica- 
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tion. The current paper is organized in six sections: Section 2 describes the 
T-850 trencher and its performance. Section 3 deals with the development 
of the fuzzy model rule bases and membership functions based on the 
expert knowledge. Section 4 describes the inference and defuzzification 
methods used in the model. Section 5 presents the results and the 
validation of the developed model. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
2. THE T-850 TRENCHER AND ITS PERFORMANCE 
The T-850 trencher (Vermeer, U.S.A.) is a rock excavation machine that 
resembles a huge chain saw. The photograph in Fig. l(a) shows the 
machine and gives an indication of its size. The trencher's chain is covered 
by baseplates on which steel bits with tungsten carbide tips are located in 
V-shaped patterns as shown in detail in Fig. l(b). 
The chain is pushed into the ground, and as it rotates while the trencher 
moves backward, the bits cut through the rock. The cut and ripped rock 
material is removed by the chain to a conveyor belt, which transports and 
casts the material to the side of the trench. The trencher usually operates 
at its full capacity and, ideally, the chain velocity remains constant (about 
3.3 m/s). The travel speed of the trencher is automatically kept at a 
maximum level, which depends on the dimensions of the trench and the 
resistance of the rock mass. The travel speed varies in a range from 0 to 27 
m/min. 
2.1. Factors Influencing the Trencher Performance 
The performance of a trencher is expressed by its production (excava- 
tion) rate and by the bit-consumption rate. The production rate is given as 
the volume of the excavated material per effective working hour. Fre- 
quently, the hard rock body is covered by a layer of soil (the overburden), 
which can be excavated more easily than the rock. The production rate for 
a trench containing a high percentage of overburden will, in most cases, be 
higher than for a trench containing only hard rock. The approach de- 
scribed in this paper concerns excavation of hard rock only. 
The bit-consumption rate corresponds to the number of bits per cubic 
meter of rock material excavated that are broken or worn down such that 
they must be replaced. The bit consumption affects the costs of an 
excavation project in two ways: the bit acquisition costs and the downtime 
necessary to replace the bits. Although both wear and breakage contribute 
to the total bit-consumption rate, breakage turned out to be the dominant 
bit-consumption process for T-850 trenchers. 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure I. (a) The T-850 trencher and (b) a detail of the cutting chain, showing the 
bits. 
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The performance of rock-cutting trenchers is closely related to the mode 
of excavation. Two modes of excavation can be distinguished: cutting and 
ripping (loosening and fracturing of the rock); see Figure 2. Which mode 
dominates during an excavation project depends in large part on the 
spacing of the discontinuities in the rock mass. These discontinuities, 
called the joints, divide the rock mass into individual rock blocks. If these 
blocks are small, the trencher can loosen them from the rock mass 
(ripping). However, if these rock blocks are too large to be loosened from 
the rock mass, the bits will cut the rock. The block size is therefore 
important for predicting both the production and the bit-consumption 
rates. There are, however, many more factors affecting the excavation 
process [6, 1, 7]. The following list gives an overview of variables that are 
considered to be potential inputs to the prediction model: 
• rock mass properties: joint spacing (determines the rock block size), 
orientation of the joints; 
• rock material  properties: strength and ductility of the rock material, 
volume percentage of abrasive minerals, grain size and shape, cement- 
ing material; 
• mach ine  characteristics: dimensions of the chain (and trench), feed 
(displacement of the bits into the rock surface), angle of the chain to 
the surface, type of bit. 
Knowledge about the relationships among these factors and their influence 
on the trencher performance is available from the experts [8, 7, 9]. This 
knowledge was the primary source of information for designing the rule 
bases of the fuzzy model. The reasoning behind the choice of the most 
relevant factors and the translation of the expert knowledge into the fuzzy 
if-then rules is described in detail in Section 3. Numerical measurements 
from field observations of 16 excavation sites were used to validate the 
model. In addition to the measurements of the above-mentioned factors, 
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the data available for each project include the production rate and the 
bit-consumption rate. The production rate was computed as the volume of 
excavated hard rock body divided by the effective working time. The 
bit-consumption rate was calculated by dividing the total number of bits 
which were replaced or lost by the volume of hard rock trenched. 
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE FUZZY MODEL 
Based on the knowledge obtained in the investigated trenching projects, 
a fuzzy logic model was developed for the prediction of the trencher 
performance. This section gives more detailed information about the 
selection of relevant input variables, translation of the expert knowledge 
into if-then rules, and design of the membership functions. 
3.1. Selection of Input Variables 
As indicated in Section 2.1, many different factors affect the trencher 
performance, but not all of them are incorporated in the fuzzy model. 
Some of these variables are not included because the knowledge about 
their influence is still insufficient; others, because the experts consider 
them of a minor importance. The factors included in the model are: 
• spacing of the different joint sets (three variables, which determine 
the size and shape of the rock blocks), 
• dimensions of the hard rock body in the trench, 
• strength of the rock material, 
• orientation of the joints (fractures). 
Although the experts assume that the ductility of the material has a 
significant effect on the performance of the excavation machine, this factor 
was not included in the model. The reason is that the brittle/ductile 
behavior of the rock depends on the stress exerted on the material and on 
the temperature generated uring trenching. Since the stress and the 
temperature are not known for the different projects, the behavior of the 
rock material could not be established. 
Usually, the T-850 trencher is equipped with several different ypes of 
bits which exhibit different rates of wear. Since this relationship was not 
investigated in detail, and the influence of the type of bit on the bit-con- 
sumption and production rates is not known, this factor was not included 
in the model. 
Other parameters, uch as the volume percentage of abrasive minerals, 
the grain size and shape, the cementing material, and the angle of the 
boom, are also not included in the model. When including these factors in 
the model, the subdivision of the bit consumption and production into 
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classes becomes too detailed. As the number of data is very limited, it was 
not feasible to start with a very detailed model, since such a model cannot 
be validated. The influence of these factors on the process is believed to be 
of minor importance, compared to the factors which are included in the 
model. Moreover, the number of input variables can be increased at a later 
stage if practice shows this need. 
The number of selected inputs to the model (6) is still quite large, 
especially if all of the variables are considered as inputs to a single rule 
base. Since this would lead to a large number of complicated rules, the 
model has been decomposed into several smaller submodels with a man- 
ageable number of variables. This decomposition follows naturally from 
the structure of the expert knowledge, as shown below. The result is a 
two-level hierarchical knowledge base which is described in the following 
subsections. 
3.2. Rule Bases for Bit Consumption 
The bit-consumption rate is mainly determined by the breakage of the 
bits. Breakage occurs when the impact forces exerted on the bits exceed 
the strength of the bit material. The main factors for the assessment of the 
magnitude of the impact forces are the size (mass) of the rock blocks and 
the strength of these blocks. When the blocks are small, they do not break 
the bits, regardless of the rock strength. The following rule represents his 
situation: 
If Block Size is SMALL then Bit Consumption is VERY LOW. 
The larger the blocks are, the more the strength of the material affects the 
bit-consumption rate, which leads to rules like: 
If Block Size is MEDIUM and Strength is MEDIUM 
then Bit Consumption is MEDIUM 
When excavating a massive rock (block diameter larger than about 60 cm), 
the rock blocks cannot be loosened from the rock mass and the bits cut the 
rock. In that case, the bit-consumption rate mainly depends on the severity 
of the vibrations of the chain, which in turn depend on the strength of the 
rock material. Severe vibrations of the chain result in impact motion of the 
bits and can cause breakage. An example of a rule corresponding to this 
situation is: 
If Block Size is LARGE and Strength is HIGH then Bit Consumption is
HIGH. 
The block size is not directly measured, but it is determined from the 
spacing of three joint sets, J1, J2, and J3, using a separate rule base (rule 
base 1) as shown in Figure 3. The variable J1 corresponds to the joint set 
Rock strength 
Block size 
Joint set I J 
Joint set 2 ~[ Rule base 1 
Joint set 3 SI (block size) 
] 
(a) 
l Bit consumption 
Rule base 2 (linguistic output) 
(bit consumption) ~]1 ,I I 
Defuzzification I 
Bit consumption 
(numerical output) 
Figure 3. Rule bases for predicting the bit consumption. Single lines represent 
numerical variables, while double lines represent fuzzy variables. 
with the smallest spacing, and J3 to the joint set with the largest spacing. 
The spacing of the joint sets is divided into five fuzzy classes: VERY 
SMALL (VS), SMALL (SM), MEDIUM (ME), LARGE (LA), and VERY LARGE 
(VL). The parameters of the membership functions, shown in Figure 4(a), 
are based on the observations of the different T-850 trencher projects. 
VS SM ME LA VL 
0.8 
1 
~0.6 o~ 
"~0.4 
~0.2 
0 
(b) 
50 100 150 
Low Medium High 
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200 
Figure 4. Membership functions for joint spacing and strength: (a) Joint spacing 
[m]; (b) Strength [MPa] 
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Eleven linguistic terms are used for the block size. No membership 
functions are associated with these terms, since the block size is an 
internal variable, directly connected to the bit-consumption rule base as 
depicted in Figure 3. The number of linguistic classes is rather high, 
because they describe not only the size of the blocks but also their shape. 
Since this information is also used for determining the production rate, as 
explained in Section 3.3, rule base 1 is common to both prediction models. 
The rock strength is a direct numerical input to the model. Several 
different parameters can be used to describe the strength of the rock 
material. This model uses the unconfined compressive strength (UCS), for 
which three linguistic terms (Low, MEDIUM, and HIGH) were defined. As 
shown in Fig. 4(b), their trapezoidal membership functions divide the 
considered omain of the strength (0-200 MPa) into three fuzzy intervals 
of approximately equal size. 
The predicted bit consumption is given in linguistic terms with corre- 
sponding membership degrees. The following five terms are used: VERY 
LOW (VL), LOW (LO), MEDIUM (ME), HIGH (HI), and VERY HIGH (VH). 
Membership functions for these terms are shown in Figure 7(a) (Section 
4.3.1). Fluctuations of the bit-consumption rate for different excavation 
projects are larger for projects where high bit-consumption rates are 
expected. The larger the expected bit-consumption rate, the less precise 
will the prediction be. This is reflected in the width of the consequent 
membership functions for high bit-consumption rates. The number of rules 
defined in rule base 1 (block size) is 25, and in rule base 2 (bit consump- 
tion) is 21. To obtain a numerical prediction, the output fuzzy set can be 
defuzzified, using the fuzzy-mean method described in Section 4.3.1. 
3.3. Rule Bases for Production Rate 
The production rate of the trencher depends in large part on the mode 
of excavation, which is ripping (loosening and fracturing of the rock) or 
cutting. Small rock blocks which can be loosened from the rock mass can 
easily be transported out of the trench, which results in a high production 
rate. The larger the rock blocks are, the more the bits have to cut the 
blocks into smaller pieces before they can be transported from the trench. 
The cutting efficiency of the bits largely depends on the feed (i.e. the 
displacement of the bits in the rock material per chain revolution). The 
higher the feed is, the more efficient is the cutting process. 
For massive rocks where the rock blocks cannot be loosened from the 
rock mass (rock block diameter larger than about 60 cm), both the strength 
of the rock material and the dimensions of the rock body significantly 
affect the feed. An increase in the strength results in a decrease of the 
feed. 
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When the dimensions of the rock body (i.e. the width of the trench and 
the thickness of the layer to be excavated) are large, more bits have to be 
simultaneously pushed into the rock material, and the force per bit is 
lower. A lower force per bit results in a smaller value of the feed, which in 
turn lowers the production rate of the trencher. For rock blocks which can 
be loosened from the rock mass, the influence of the dimensions of the 
rock body on the value of the feed is of minor importance, compared to 
the influence of the strength of the material and the size of the rock 
blocks. The size of the rock blocks (in addition to the dimensions of the 
rock body) determines the number of bits that have to be pushed into the 
rock material at the same time. As an example, consider the excavation of 
a massive rock of medium strength where the dimensions of the rock body 
are large; this involves a cutting process at a low feed level, and the 
resulting production is low: 
If Rock Dimension is LARGE and Strength is MEDIUM then Feed is Low 
If Block Size is LARGE and Feed is Low then Production is Low. 
As one can see from this example, the reasoning proceeds in two stages: 
first the feed is determined from the strength and the rock dimensions, 
and then, based on the feed and the block size, the production rate is 
predicted. This leads to a two-layered knowledge-base tructure shown in 
Figure 5. 
Orientation 
Rock strength 
Rock dim.~ 
-1 
Rule base 3 
(feed) 
Joint set 1 J 
Joint set 2 ~1 Rule base 1 
Joint set 3 ~J (block size) 
Feed 
Block size t, ¢ 
y 
Rule base 4 
(production) 
Production rate 
(linguistic output) 
? , Defuzzification [
Production rate 
(numerical output) 
Figure 5. Rule bases for predicting production rate. Single lines represent umeri- 
cal variables, while double lines represent fuzzy variables. 
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In addition to these variables, also the orientation of the joints plays an 
important role when excavating thin slabs (a few centimeters thick). The 
orientation of the joints determines whether the bits are able to break the 
slabs or not. An example of rules relevant for this situation is: 
If J1 is SMALL and J2 is LARGE and J3 is LARGE 
then Block Size is THIN SLAB 
If Block Size is THIN SLAB and Orientation is FAVORABLE 
then Production is VERY HIGH, 
which means that the excavation of thin slabs with a favorable orientation 
results in a very high production rate (the trencher is able to break the 
slabs). 
The membership functions for the rock strength are the same as for the 
strength in the bit-consumption rule base; see Figure 4(b). The rock-di- 
mension variable also uses three linguistic terms with equally sized mem- 
bership functions. The output of rule base 3 is the feed, given in five 
linguistic terms. Like the block size, the feed is an internal linguistic 
variable, and thus no membership functions are specified; see Section 4.1 
for more details. The last input variable, used directly in rule base 4, is the 
orientation of the joints determined by the orientation of the joint set with 
the smallest spacing (Jl). It is specified in three qualitative terms: FAVOR- 
ABLE, UNFAVORABLE, and VERY UNFAVORABLE, for which no membership 
functions are defined. 
The output of rule base 4 is the prediction of the production rate, which 
is given in six linguistic terms. The larger the expected production rate is, 
the less precise will the prediction be. Hence the width of the consequent 
membership functions increases with higher production rates (similarly to 
the bit-consumption rate). The number of rules defined in rule base 3 
(feed) is nine, and in rule base 4 (production rate) is 41. Rule base 1 (block 
size) contains 25 rules and is the same as for the bit-consumption model. 
4. THE INFERENCE MECHANISM 
The fuzzy model described in Section 3 involves a two-level hierarchy of 
rule bases in order to decrease the number of inputs, and thus also to 
decrease the number of rules that would be otherwise needed in a fiat 
one-layered structure. Each rule base has its own inference ngine based 
on the standard compositional rule of inference. Details on the operators 
chosen and on the propagation of the information among the rule bases 
are given in the following subsections. 
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4.1. The Structure of the Rule Bases 
Each rule base is a collection of linguistic if-then rules with multiple 
antecedents and a single consequent: 
ri: If xl is Ai,l and . . .and  xe is Ai, v then y is B i, i=1  . . . . .  K, 
(1) 
where xl, x 2 . . . . .  xv are the input (antecedent) variables, p is the number 
of inputs, and y is the output (consequent) variable. Ai, j are instances of 
the reference linguistic terms, defined for a given antecedent variable x j: 
A j={4,~]k= 1,2 . . . . .  Nj}. Similarly, B={~'k lk= 1,2 . . . . .  M} is the 
set of reference terms defined for the output variable y. Two types of 
variables are distinguished in the considered fuzzy model; they depend on 
the universe of discourse (domain) in which they are defined. 
4.1.1. CRISP (NUMERICAL) VARIABLES The domain of these variables is 
a subset of the real line, X c ~. The linguistic terms aek for these 
variables are defined by means of membership functions/,~(x) : X --+ [0, 1], 
usually represented in some parametric form. Trapezoidal membership 
functions are used in this model: 
= 1, (2)  t . (x ;a ,b ,e ,d )  max O,min b - a ' 
where a, b, c, and d are coordinates of the trapezoidal apexes pecified by 
the expert. For b = c, triangular membership functions are obtained. 
Numerical inguistic variables include measurements of the rock proper- 
ties, such as the strength, the joint spacing, the rock body dimensions 
in the trench, etc. Before inference can be applied, a numerical value 
x is converted to a vector of corresponding membership degrees: [/z~q(x), 
. . . .  ~,k(x)]. 
4.1.2. FUZZY VARIABLES These variables are defined directly as fuzzy 
sets on the set of reference linguistic terms, and are represented as vectors 
whose domain is the Cartesian product [0, 1]Nj, where Nj denotes the 
number of linguistic terms defined for the given variable. Fuzzy variables 
need not be associated with any numerical universe. This can be because 
their values are qualitative in nature, or are considered as qualitative for 
the sake of convenience. An example of a variable that is an input to the 
fuzzy model in linguistic terms is the orientation of joints with the 
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linguistic term set 
orientation = {FAVORABLE, UNFAVORABLE, VERY UNFAVORABLE}. 
The values of orientation for the linguistic terms are fuzzy singletons 
[1, 0, 0] for FAVORABLE, [0, 1, 0] for UNFAVORABLE, and [0, 0, 1] for VERY 
UNFAVORABLE. Generally, a fuzzy variable xj can attain any value 
[/El,/z2 . . . . .  /Xsi], /~k ~ [0, 1], expressing various shades among the refer- 
ence terms. In the above example, the fuzzy set [1, 0.4, 0] may, for instance, 
represent MORE OR LESS FAVORABLE orientation. Other examples of fuzzy 
variables are the internal variables passed among the rule bases, such as 
the feed or the block size. Even though numerical domains and member- 
ship functions can be defined for these variables, it would require extra 
information and effort from the designer. 
4.2. Inference 
The inference mechanism is derived from the standard compositional 
rule of inference [10]. Each rule r/ represents a relation R i in the product 
space X1 × X2 × "'" × Xp × Y computed as 
R i = I (Z i ,  B i ) ,  
where h i is a multivariate fuzzy set computed as the conjunction of the 
individual antecedent fuzzy sets, 
A i =A i ,  1 NA i ,  2 N "" Na i ,  p, 
and B i is the consequent fuzzy set. The operator I represents the if-then 
relation. It can be either a generalization of the classical implication or a 
conjunction operator (a t-norm). For I generalized from the classical 
implication, the fuzzy relation R representing the entire rule base is 
obtained by aggregating the individual rules' relations R i by means of 
conjunction: 
K 
R= NRi .  
i=1 
For I a t-norm, the aggregated relation R is computed using a disjunction: 
K 
R= URi .  
i=l 
For an input fuzzy set A' (a numerical input value is a fuzzy singleton), the 
corresponding output fuzzy set B' is inferred using the compositional rule 
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of inference: 
B' =A '  oR  
where o denotes the max-t composition. If true fuzzy implications are 
used, the reasoning scheme must be implemented by using relational 
composition, and thus also an appropriate discretization of the domains, 
which is not very practical. The approach requires additional parameters, 
from the modeler or user. Moreover, with a large number of variables and 
fine discretizations, it results in severe memory and computing-time r - 
quirements. 
However, the use of a conjunction as the relational operator allows for a 
simplification of the reasoning scheme and bypassing of the relational 
calculus. When the minimum conjunction operator is used, the result is the 
well-known max-min (Mamdani) inference [11], which gives identical re- 
sults when applied to individual rules first, and then the consequent fuzzy 
sets are aggregated [12]. In terms of the membership functions, the 
consequent fuzzy sets B~ are inferred as 
/zB;(y) =/3 i/x/xsi(y) , (3) 
where /3 i is the truth value (degree of fulfillment, degree of match) of the 
rule antecedent computed as 
[~i : ]'LAi, 1 A ],ZAi, 2 A "'" /k ],£Ai, p. (4) 
For a numerical input variable xj, IzA,.j is just the membership degree 
IZA,(Xj). For fuzzy inputs values, i.e. values defined as fuzzy sets A', 
/zA,(x j) : Xj ~ [0, 1], the membership degree ~Ai., is computed by 
tZA, J = max tZA,(X i) A i~A, (x j ) .  
' x jEX j  
After the consequent fuzzy set B~ is computed for all the rules in the rule 
base using (3) and (4), the membership function of the resulting output 
fuzzy set is given as the maximum: 
tZB,(y) = max KIzB;(y). i=1,2 ..... 
4.3. Propagation of Information in the Hierarchical Structure 
There are two possibilities for passing the information from one rule 
base, say, rule base 3, to another rule base, say, rule base 4, in the 
hierarchical system as given, for instance, in Figure 5: 
1. The fuzzy set at the output of rule base 3 is defuzzified, and the 
resulting value serves as a numerical input to rule base 4. 
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2. The fuzzy set at the output of rule base 3 is fed directly as a fuzzy set 
to rule base 4. 
The first approach requires that meaningful membership functions be 
defined for the intermediate variable, and that a suitable defuzzification 
method be chosen. A great deal of the uncertainty present at the output of 
rule base 3 is removed by defuzzification a d subsequent fuzzification. This 
is seen as a drawback in our context, since it may bias the linguistic output 
of the system. Another drawback is that the user has extra degrees of 
freedom in choosing the membership functions and the defuzzification 
method. Since the values of the intermediate variable cannot be verified by 
using data, there is no direct way of checking whether the choice is 
appropriate or not. This is the main reason why we did not use this 
approach. 
The second approach, however, leads to a more complex implementa- 
tion, since, in a general case, the complete max-min composition must be 
performed to infer the output of rule base 4. In contrast o the first 
approach, the uncertainty can increase in the sense that more and more 
rules are fired in the chain, and an undetermined output may be obtained. 
A special situation occurs when the fuzzy sets are defined as singletons on 
a domain given by reference linguistic terms, which means that the 
considered variable is a linguistic variable. In such a case, the membership 
degrees of the output fuzzy set serve directly as the truth values of the 
antecedent propositions where the particular linguistic terms occur. The 
computational load is then minimal (less than when using defuzzification). 
As an example, assume that the inference in rule base 3 results in the feed 
given by the following fuzzy set: 
feed = {0/VERY LOW, 0.7/Low, 0.1/MEDIUM, 0/HIGH, 0/VERY HIGH}. 
The membership degree of the propositions "If Feed is Low" in rule base 
4 is thus 0.7, the membership degree of the propositions "If Feed is 
MEDIUM" is 0.1, and the propositions with the remaining linguistic terms 
such as "If Feed is HIGH" have the membership degree qual to zero. 
4.3.1. DEFUZZIFICATION Since numerical values are also required at the 
output of the fuzzy model, the aggregated consequent fuzzy set B' must be 
defuzzified. With the Mamdani nference scheme, a continuous interpo- 
lated output can be obtained by the center-of-gravity defuzzification method 
or some of its modifications. In our approach, the consequent fuzzy sets 
are first defuzzified individually to obtain a crisp representative alue b i 
for each consequent set B i. This defuzzification is done by computing the 
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mean-of-maxima (mode) of the fuzzy set, 
b i = mom(B i), i = 1,2, . . . ,  M, (5) 
as shown in Figure 6. In fact, any other suitable method can be used to 
calculate the b/s for instance, the center of gravity or center of area [13]. 
The choice depends on the particular interpretation of the consequent 
fuzzy sets. 
The numerical output Y0 of the fuzzy model is then calculated as the 
weighted fuzzy mean of the singletons bi: 
E~= I Yk Sk bk 
(6) Yo - EM k= l'YkSk 
where Yk is the membership degree of b k in the aggregated consequent 
fuzzy set B' [y~ = /ZB,(bk)], S k is the area of the kth fuzzy set, and M 
denotes the number of consequent fuzzy sets. Note that only M fuzzy sets 
contribute to the defuzzification, and not all the rules as in the usual 
application of the fuzzy-mean method. Thus, the defuzzified output is not 
"biased" by multiple occurrences of one consequent fuzzy set in several 
active rules. 
4.3.2. CONSEQUENT ADAPTATION TO MEASUREMENTS Let A k = 
Yk/(S,i M i Yi) denote the normalized egree of fulfillment. Equation (6) can 
be rewritten as the following expression: 
M 
Yo = ~-, Akbk, 
k=l 
(7) 
pt 
3'4 
b, b2 b3 b, b5 
Figure 6. The consequent fuzzy sets are first locally defuzzified, using the mean- 
of-maxima method. The numerical output of the model is then determined by the 
fuzzy-mean method (6). 
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which is linear in the consequent parameters b k. For known field data, the 
output Y0 is given and A k is computed by the inference mechanism. The 
parameters bk can be easily estimated using off-line or recursive least- 
squares methods. The consequent membership functions B~, as shown, for 
instance, in Figure 6, are then modified so that the partition is preserved. 
Thus, the meaning of the consequent fuzzy sets can be fine-tuned to the 
data. Figure 7 gives an example of initial and adapted membership func- 
tions of the bit-consumption rate, using off-line least squares. 
Some care must be exercised with this method if few data are available. 
In such a case, some rules may be activated only for a single data point in 
the data set, which results in a "perfect fit" for the given point, but 
possibly decreased performance on new data. The numerical adaptation of 
the consequent membership functions hould always be complemented by
expert validation of the meaning of the adapted linguistic terms. For 
VL 
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(b) 
Figure 7. (a) Initial and (b) adapted membership of the consequent linguistic 
terms. 
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instance, a situation when the ad@ted membership functions Low and 
MEDIUM exchange their positions in the domain suggests a possible error 
in the rule base. 
5. MODEL VALIDATION AND RESULTS 
The aim of validation is to verify whether the developed knowledge-based 
model performs as required. Two types of validation have been applied: 
qualitative validation and quantitative validation. 
5.1. Qualitative Validation 
The purpose of qualitative validation is to check the overall correctness 
of the rules with respect to the background expert knowledge and to 
discover possible errors in the rule bases. Since the performance of the 
system depends mainly on the validity of the knowledge, qualitative valida- 
tion plays, in our case, a more important role. At the moment, very few 
measurements are available, and this hinders us from performing a thor- 
ough quantitative validation. Dependency analysis was performed by 
changing the values of the input variables and observing their qualitative 
effects on the system output, and checking the reasoning paths of the 
inference mechanism [7]. 
5.2. Quantitative Validation 
Available field measurements are used as inputs to the system, and the 
predicted numerical outputs (defuzzified values) are compared with the 
measured values from the field tests. The data set consists of two parts. 
The first 11 measurements were available during the development s age of 
the model, and although the data were not directly used to built the model, 
they cannot be completely trusted as a validation data set. The last five 
measurements were acquired after the model was developed and can serve 
as true validation data. Note that the number of available measurements is 
extremely small, due to practical difficulties and costs associated with 
gathering the data. 
The least-squares estimation method can be applied to adjust the 
consequent membership functions in order to minimize the squared error 
between the predicted and measured ata. This technique, however, needs 
to be complemented with qualitative expert validation of the adjusted 
consequents. Since, in our case, the number of available data is very small, 
adaptation is not applied, and only the results of the initial model are 
shown in Figure 8. Note that relatively large errors occur for large values 
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Figure 8. Numerical performance of the prediction model: (a) bit consumption 
(bit/m3); (b) production (m3/hour). Solid line is the ideal prediction; + denotes 
prediction on the data available during model development; © denotes prediction 
on new data. 
of the bit-consumption and production rates, which was expected. In the 
future, additional factors may need to be included in the model, to 
improve its performance for extremely large outputs. The root-mean-square 
error is 0.67 for the bit-consumption rate, which is 14% of the maximal 
bit-consumption rate encountered in the data. For the production rate, the 
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root-mean-square rror is 21.69, which corresponds to 16% of the maxi- 
mum production rate in the data. 
Table 1 gives the linguistic output and compares the defuzzification 
output of the model with the measured bit-consumption rate for the 
different trencher projects. The defuzzified prediction values correlate 
reasonably well with the actual bit-consumption rate and also the produc- 
tion rate. The large deviations encountered in projects 4 and 14 are due to 
the extremely high strength of the rock, which causes a lot of breakage 
during the excavation. In the future, the model requires to be adjusted for 
these large values of strength. 
The results obtained with the fuzzy model for the production rate are 
compared with the output of the computer program developed by the 
Vermeer Manufacturing Company. Only six project can be compared, 
since the program can predict the production rate for certain types of rock 
only. These projects and the corresponding predicted values are given in 
Table 2. It can be concluded that with respect to all three performance 
indices (root-mean-square rror, standard deviation of error, and maxi- 
mum absolute error), the accuracy of the fuzzy model is about 100% better 
than the accuracy of the Vermeer program. 
Table 1. Results for the B i t -Consumpt ion Rate a 
Project Linguistic prediction 
Numerical Measured 
prediction value 
[bits/m 3] [bits/m 3] 
Avoriaz (F) VERY HIGH (1.00) 3.000 4.53 
Billingsbach (D) Low (1.00) 0.375 0.31 
Fabr&gues (F) VERY LOW (0.50) 0.125 0.24 
Langmeil (D) VERY LOW (0.60) 0.125 0.00 
La Lauze (F) Low (1.00) 0.375 0.43 
Monaco (F) Low (0.28), HIGH (0.72) 1.185 1.16 
Oberndorf (D) VERY LOW (1.00) 0.125 0.00 
Schnarrtanne 1 (D) VERY LOW (1.00) 0.125 0.19 
Schnarrtanne 2 (D) Low (0.50) 0.375 0.37 
Sybillenbad (D) VERY LOW (1.00) 0.125 0.09 
W~511and (D) VERY LOW (1.00) 0.125 0.00 
Sybillenbad 2 (D) VERY LOW (1.00) 0.125 0.00 
Castelneau (F) Low (0.50) 0.125 0.29 
La Couronne (F) HIGH (1.00) 1.500 3.66 
Millau (F) Low (1.00) 0.375 0.39 
Buschdorf 2 (D) VERY LOW (0.4), LOW (0.60) 0.275 0.00 
a The last five projects represent data which were not available during the development 
phase. 
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Table 2. Comparison of the Measured Production Rates and Production 
Rates Predicted by the Fuzzy Model and the Vermeer Program. 
Measured Vermeer 
value Fuzzy model program 
project name [bits/m 3] [bits/m 3] [bits/m 3] 
Fabr~gues (F) 23.60 
Langmeil (D) 11.90 
Monaco (F) 7.17 
Castelneau (F) 12.15 
Millau (F) 5.80 
Buschdorf 2(D) 15.33 
Root-mean-square error 
Standard eviation of error 
Maximum absolute rror 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
22.50 6.20 
18.50 16.76 
6.25 8.04 
6.25 21.80 
8.75 17.40 
7.25 17.44 
5.07 9.65 
5.43 10.36 
8.08 17.40 
A fuzzy model has been developed for the prediction of T-850 trencher 
performance. The model is based on expert knowledge, experience, and 
data obtained from 11 investigated trenching projects and laboratory 
experiments. The model uses six input variables: rock strength, joint 
spacing for three different sets, joint orientation, and trench dimensions. 
The knowledge is hierarchically organized in four rule bases. The feed of 
the bits and the size of the rock blocks are determined as intermediate 
variables using two sub-rule-bases. Based on the these variables and the 
other input factors, the bit consumption and production rates are pre- 
dicted. The prediction is obtained both in linguistic terms and numerical 
values (after defuzzification). 
The developed model is based on data and knowledge acquired in only 
eleven trencher projects. These projects show a large variation in rock 
mass and material properties, thickness of the overburden, and trencher 
characteristics ( ize and angle or the chain, age of the chain, and type of 
bit). Although only a few of these factors have been incorporated in the 
model, the predicted bit-consumption and production rates for the differ- 
ent trencher projects correlate reasonably well with the actual perfor- 
mance. 
The model was validated both qualitatively using dependency analysis, 
and quantitatively using the available data. Numerical comparison with the 
program developed by the Vermeer Manufacturing Company shows that 
about 100% improvement is achieved with the fuzzy model. Since the data 
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acquired in the T-850 trencher investigations were partly used to develop 
the consequent membership functions, more field data are required in the 
future to fully validate the model. However, the major part of the expert 
knowledge incorporated in the knowledge base is believed to have general 
validity. 
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